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Tropical Software Releases TopXNotes 1.5
Published on 01/12/10
Tropical Software today announces TopXNotes 1.5, an update to its award-winning personal
note manager for Macintosh. Version 1.5 has a completely modernized User Interface
including a new, customizable toolbar, rewritten NoteOrganizer, two finger scrolling, new
icons, and several more cosmetic improvements. TopXNotes allows people to create, collect,
store, and retrieve all the bits and pieces of information they find themselves inundated
with on a daily basis.
Gainesville, FL - Tropical Software today announces the immediate release of TopXNotes
1.5, the latest update to its award-winning personal note manager for Macintosh. Version
1.5 includes an all new, taller and customizable toolbar that makes TopXNotes even easier
to use by putting the most frequently used tools at the user's fingertips.
TopXNotes version 1.5 includes many other changes, including a completely rewritten
NoteOrganizer with a new striped background that makes it easier to focus on and select
individual notes from the list. Note icons have also been redesigned, and the company has
added support for two-finger scrolling.
TopXNotes is the premiere personal information manager for Macintosh computers. Macworld
magazines 4 out of 5 stars is just one of the many positive reviews it has received. It is
a Mac-only product that allows you to also sync your notes with any Classic iPod. The
company reports iPhone and iPod Touch support is coming soon.
Pricing and Availabilty:
TopXNotes 1.5 is available for $39.95 (USD) from the Tropical Software web site and many
finer Macintosh resellers. Existing users can upgrade to version 1.5 for only $14.95 from
the company's web site. Anyone who purchased a version prior to 1.5 within the past 60
days is entitled to receive a free upgrade to 1.5 as long as they can provide a proof of
purchase.
Tropical Software:
http://www.tropic4.com/
TopXNotes 1.5:
http://www.tropic4.com/products/topxnotes/index.html
Download TopXNotes:
http://www.tropic4.com/download/TopXNotes.zip
Purchase TopXNotes:
http://store.tropic4.com/Item.html?ID=20429
Screenshot:
http://www.tropic4.com/images/Makeover.jpg

Tropical Software makes the award-winning TopXNotes, a modern personal note manager with
state of the art proprietary encryption technology for the ultimate in securing personal
information. Located in Gainesville, Florida, Tropical Software is owned and operated by
former Apple employee James Lee, and is dedicated to improving the lives of its customers
by offering easy to use productivity software for Macs, iPods, and iPhones.
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